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Technology and trust are the backbone of today’s financial 
services. Technology runs your business, and consumer trust 
keeps it running. Without digital transformation, financial 
services organizations run the risk of falling behind due to 
technical inefficiencies with real business impact, such as 
alienating consumers, losing out on business insights and 
inviting technical debt.

To stand out in a competitive market requires an approach 
to technology that delivers exceptional user experiences and 
business efficiencies. Common challenges to achieving such 
an approach include:

 • Internal time and resource constraints

 • Lack of strategic and technical expertise

 • Outdated or siloed technology platforms

 • Complex security and compliance requirements

How we help
Insight Digital Innovation eradicates complexity and fragmentation across your digital transformation journey, enabling the 
outcomes that help your organization solve today’s toughest challenges and drive success into the future. 

Our expertise in digital transformation helps support three critical outcomes in the financial services industry: 

Scope of services
There’s a lot you can do with Digital Innovation on your side. From chatbots to corporate dashboards to advanced compliance 
solutions and more, we can help you serve your customers better, realize maximum ROI and future-proof your business.

Support for digital transformation in the financial 
services sector 

Insight Digital Innovation 
for Financial Services

Customer experience Risk analysis & corporate reporting  Optimized operations

 • Conversational agents: Customer 
acquisition, account maintenance, 
education

 • Call center intelligence: AI/ML-informed 
marketing

 • Mobile banking & brokerage

 • Investor portals

 • Customer applications

 • Corporate reporting dashboard

 • Democratized data strategies

 • AI/ML-based fraud detection

 • Internal compliance bot

 • Trading optimization

 • Compliance engines

 • Branch & ATM network operations center 
data intelligence solutions

 • Call center operations: AI/ML predictive 
staffing optimization, data mining

 • RPA: Tax, new accounts, claims processing

 • Trading & operations: Predictive 
analytics, OMS/EMS, trade compliance, 
portfolio optimization

Intuitive user experiences 
that build trust

Empowered risk 
analysis and corporate 
reporting

Optimized operational 
efficiency
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Client success stories

Discover what’s possible.
To help financial services organizations envision their potential with Insight Digital Innovation, we offer a brief introductory call.  
During this conversation we’ll learn what business outcomes your organizations is looking to achieve and technologies areas your 
business is focused on.  This will allow us to align you with appropriate Digital Innovation specialists who can recommend modern 
technology solutions to help achieve your business goals.

The challenge
A global asset manager needed to update its internal trading 
system to more easily handle complex trades.

The solution
Insight Digital Innovation designed and built a real-time trade 
action platform fronted by a natural language processing 
cognitive agent to allow faster and more accurate trade 
actions for its traders.

The challenge
A global investment firm needed to rationalize its executive 
dashboard suite to highlight actionable intelligence.

The solution
Insight Digital Innovation designed and built a new design 
system and suite of executive “single panes of glass” 
dashboards to develop clear, consistent visualizations across 
business areas, promote actionability and drill down over 
legacy grid views.

The challenge
A national consumer and commercial bank needed to improve 
its online and mobile customer experiences.

The solution
Insight Digital Innovation completely redesigned and rebuilt 
its internet banking site and its native OS and Android 
banking apps using Agile methodology. The results were 
significant increases in customer satisfaction, multiple 
industry awards and a company-side Agile transformation.

The challenge
A global retail credit card services company wanted better 
visibility into its customer trends and impact on its marketing 
and sales efforts.

The solution
Insight Digital Innovation designed and built a highly secure 
data science data lake using Cloudera in the cloud. This enabled 
the client’s data science team with a full customer 360 view, 
accelerating the development and deployment of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) models across its ecosystem.

To get started with a Discovery Session for your business,  
click here.

Natural language trading agent Banking app modernization

Executive dashboard modernization Data science enablement

https://www.insight.com/en_US/campaigns/insight/envision-whats-possible.html

